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In the year 845 C.E., in Ireland, some 3,748 explanatory grammatical (Elements grammaticae (Elements Hofman 1996; Stokes 2003) instances of an important intellectual culture of early scribes were working just outside of what was Priscianus Caesariensis reign of the emperor Astan sixth-century capital of world away (Averil Cameron 2004). Ireland are two strange such boundaries as exist antiquity, perhaps even more s “Ages” chestnut. Cliché of to quote a recent popular “saved” ancient civilizations.

Half a century earlier diglossia was put on display inscribed with both Chir of East Syriac (aka “Nest” (figure 0.2). The stele de (figure 0.2). The stele de c.E.—who may not have court (Thompson 2009) religion of Da Qin, “from” Along its sides, the stele de of all the Christian bishops of the inscription (figure...